王惠珍〈揚帆起航——殖民地作家龍瑛宗的帝都之旅〉

Sailing Away:
A travel of the colonial writer, Long Ying-Tsung, to Tokyo

Abstract
Long Ying Tsung was one of the few Taiwanese writers who had not studied
aboard in Japan-ruling period. Due to his The Town Planted with Papaya Trees,
honored as the 9th Kai-Zou Creation Award, he was invited by Kai-Zou magazine
publisher for a more-than-one-month (June 1st to July 13th, 1937) travel in Tokyo.
Based on the Long’s conversed letters and memoirs, this paper is to study Long’s
experience of Tokyo, decoding his memories and to explore how he built up
interaction with Kai-Zou magazine and Literature Capital publisher, which resulted in
the communication between Japanese and Taiwanese cultures. Moreover, what did
this travel positively mean to Long’s literature works will be explained while the
dependent relationship between colonial writers and the literary circle in colonial
motherland will be clarified.
Furthermore, Long’s impressive communication with other literati was due to the
following: (1) Reading the comments about “The Town Planted with Papaya Trees”
in newspapers, Long had wrote to the commentators, and who were introduced later
by Kai-Zou during his visit to Japan; (2) Long had favorable impression to literati
from Waseda University , therefore impressed by the editors of Literature Capital
publisher, Hodaka Tokuzou，Serizawa Koujirou、Aono Suekichi; (3) With the
introduction by Mr. S, Long met some participators of proletarian activities, as
brought him a different Left experience though he had never experienced Left
Literature activities.
Eventually, after the cross-reference of various materials, it is confirmed that Long
took the Fuji Maru back to Taiwan, finishing the travel in Tokyo but continuing in
Literary.
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